Contact Information

Agronomist
Assistant Specifications Engineer
Automation Engineer
Chief Landscape Architect
Consultant Coordinator for the Bridges and Structures Bureau
Consultant Coordinator for the Design Bureau
Design ADA Coordinator
Director of the Design Bureau
Director of the Local Systems Bureau
Earthwork Engineer, Construction and Materials Bureau
FHWA Program Delivery Team Leader
Field Exam Engineer
Geometrics Engineer
Location Engineer
Methods Engineer
NEPA Coordinator
Pavement Design Engineer
Preservation Programs Engineer
ProjectWise Administrator
Proposal Engineer for District 1, 2, & 3
Proposal Engineer for District 4, 5, & 6
Roadside Safety Engineer
Soils Design Engineer
Specifications Engineer
Traffic Control Engineer
Traffic and Safety Engineer
Traffic Safety Engineer, Construction and Materials Bureau
Traffic and Safety Project Engineer
Chronology of Changes to Design Manual Section:

001B-002 Contact Information

6/24/2020 Revised
NEW - Added Traffic and Safety Project Engineer. Revised Roadside Safety Engineer.

4/23/2020 Revised
Change Location Engineer to Bryan Bradley. Added Mike Thiel to the Roadside Safety Engineer Contact.

11/26/2019 Revised
Revised Traffic Safety Engineer, Construction and Materials Bureau to Clayton Burke. Revised Roadside Safety Engineer, Design Bureau to Daniel Harness.

6/25/2019 Revised
Revised contacts to replace "Office" with "Bureau".

1/15/2019 Revised
Added James Bultman as Agronomist, John Bartholomew as Field Exam Engineer, and Stuart Nielsen as Methods Engineer.

5/17/2018 Revised
Changed Consultant Coordinator for the Office of Design to Jacqui DiGiacinto. Changed Roadside Safety Engineer to Dean Sayre.

2/1/2018 Revised
Replaced Mark Mastellar with Seana Godbold as Chief Landscape Architect.

9/7/2017 Revised
Change Office of Contracts Proposal Engineer for District 4, 5, & 6 to Stacy Ryan. Remove Khyle Clute from Roadside Safety Engineer. Revise e-mail addresses for all Iowa DOT contacts.

11/16/2016 Revised
Added Mike Heller as the Agronomist. Added Andy Wilson as FHWA Program Delivery Team Leader.

8/17/2016 Revised
Added Khyle Clute as Roadside Safety Engineer. Added Mike Ross as Design ADA Coordinator. Changed Director of Office of Local Systems to Donna Buchwald.

3/31/2016 Revised
Added Bhooshan Karnik as Consultant Coordinator for the Office of Design and Ron Meyer as Consultant Coordinator for the Office of Bridges and Structures.

1/7/2016 Revised
Changed Geometrics Engineer to Elijah Gansen. Added Tom Reis as Specifications Engineer and Eric Johnsen as Assistant Specifications Engineer.

7/31/2015 Revised
Replace Bob Stanley with Steve Megivern as Soils Design Engineer. Replace John Narigon with Brian Smith as Geometrics Engineer.
7/22/2014  Revised
Add Josh Greenfield as ProjectWise Administrator. Replace Chris Poole as Roadside Safety Engineer with Brian Smith or Daniel Harness

5/15/2014 Revised
Added Roadside Safety Engineer, Chief Landscape Architect, Geometrics Engineer, Field Exam Engineer, Pavement Design Engineer, Soils Design Engineer, and Automation Engineer.

1/15/2014 Revised
Change Traffic and Safety Engineer to Willy Sorenson. Added Director of Office of Local Systems Charlie Purcell.

8/16/2013 Revised
Change 3R Administrator to Preservation Programs Engineer.

7/18/2013 Revised
Add contact information for Location Engineer and NEPA Coordinator.

9/13/2012 Revised
Change the Methods Engineer support document to show Brian Smith as the Methods Engineer. Removed Design Services staff in the Methods Section link from Contacts list.

7/29/2011 Revised
Updated contact information

10/29/2010 Revised
Updated contact information.

8/31/2010 Revised
Added link for "Contracts Proposal Engineer for Districts 1, 2, & 3" and "Contracts Proposal Engineer for Districts 4, 5, & 6".

4/15/2010 NEW
Updated the look